RS5 Bundled Package Options
Select the right technology based on your flow monitoring requirements

Option 1
RS5 ADCP | Accessories | Pelican Case
When you already have a floating platform and all you need is a bottom-tracking system without GNSS.

Option 2
RS5 ADCP | Accessories | Pelican Case
When you need the RS5 along with SonTek's proprietary HydroBoard II Micro!

Option 3
RS5 ADCP | Accessories | Pelican Case
When you need an alternative to the bottom-track reference.

Option 4
RS5 ADCP | Accessories | Pelican Case
When you need the full pack-and-go RS5 ADCP package - including a GNSS antenna and floating platform!

Ask us if the RS5 is the right Doppler for you! Get a quote in your local currency, information on delivery options, and learn how the RS5 best suits your specific application.
sontek.com/rs5

GET A QUOTE